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The battle is on to regain the glory once again and competitors are some of the well-known &
reputed mobile developers. As Motorola, Nokia, LG, HTC, Samsung, Apple, BlackBerry, Sony and
other few brands have taken a stand against each other in a race to provide best handsets to the
consumers, the increase in the popularity of the mobile phones have taken a huge toll.

It was not long when this handheld device was meant for affluent and rich people, who were
interested in only showing their class with these cellular phones. At that point of time, mobile phone
was more of a social status and not as a need. Also, it was the time when we used to think twice
before purchasing cellphones only because of their high costs. But today, with globalization taking
place, the same device has made an important place in the lives of the people.

Whether in home, school, college, office, market or any other place, mobiles have become a perfect
companion without whom we cannot imagine our life. And these handsets are now available at cost-
effective prices that means even from middle-income to low-income group consumers have the
options to avail mobile phones. Today, more than high-end handsets there are budget mobile phone
users who use this device to communicate rather than flaunting.

However, budget mobile phones may not be as compatible as flagship models but still they are
featured with some unique and amazing functions & applications. Also, the mid-income buyers are a
little choosy while purchasing a mobile phone. They consider various things before spending money
on the cellular phones. Design, functions, compatibility, performance, battery life and market value
are the factors that are taken into consideration before making decision to buy a mobile phone.

Today, these handheld devices have changed the way we communicate and even the way we
watch movies and listen to songs. A complete entertainment packed device, now the same old
handsets have taken a new looks and called as Smartphones. These next generation smartphones
are provided with high resolution camera, improved operating system, preloaded games, dual-SIM
capability and video calling function. Also, the latest smartphones allow the users to stay connected
with their loved ones and friends via social networking sites.

These 21st century handsets are known as the most effective and advanced communication
devices that have totally changed the way we live. Just think, donâ€™t these handheld phones play an
important role in our lives? With the use of mobile phones, you are just a call away from ordering
your favorite meal. Donâ€™t you call McDonalds to order your favorite burger or call online retail stores
like Flipkart & Snapdeal  to order the latest gadgets, attires or footwear and make a call for booking
a ticket for the latest blockbuster running in a theatre near you? So, it can be easily judged how the
mobile phones have taken a total control of our lives.

Now the question is how will you known about the pros and cons of the handsets that you are going
to purchase? There are certain websites and magazines that publish latest Mobile Review on their
page from time to time. With these reviews, you easily judge that which handset is best for you and
meets all your needs.
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